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Below are answers to some of your most frequently asked questions. 

Although we have taken the utmost care to ensure the accuracy of 

the answers, coaches and meet officials always have the final word. 

Please send us corrections, comments, and suggestions! 

 

Q:  Who can answer my swim team questions? 

A:  Every practice level is assigned a Practice Level Representative 

(PLR).  At the start of our season all swimmers will be contacted 

by their PLR.  Email your PLR with all your general questions.  

Please do not email the website administrator.  

Q:  What is our website address? 

A:  www.aquarockets.com  

Q:  How are practice levels assigned? 

A:  There are many factors that go into assigning practice levels. 

Coaches’ recommendations, age and ability are just a few of the 

many factors considered.  

 For example:  The swimmers age and ability to sustain a certain in-

terval per 100 yards over the length of the practice.  (i.e.: Senior 1 

swimmers must have the ability to sustain a minimum of 1:20 in-

terval per 100 yds. for the entire practice) 

Q:  I think I may owe money for meet entries.  How can I check 

my account? 

A:  Log onto our website and click on “Billing Admin” on the left side of 

the screen.  

 Any amount indicated by a positive number ($150) is the amount 

owed.  Negative amounts (-$150) are credits in your account. For 

all you accountants and finance gurus, it’s opposite of what we all 

were taught. 

 Check your account regularly, especially before championship sea-

son begins. 

Q:  I need to write a check for meet entry fees.  Who do I make 

it out to and who should I give it to? 

A:  All checks are made out to “Community YMCA Swim Team.” Put an 

envelope marked “Meet Entries Fees” Attn: Barbara Tucker, in the 

gray meet entry box, which is on the wall outside Jack’s office. 

Swim Team Parents FAQ  

http://www.aquarockets.com
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Q:  What is SuperMeets and why do we use it? 

A:  SuperMeets is an online volunteer and volunteer hours tracking 

system.  It enables families to sign up for volunteer positions from 

any computer with internet access.  

Q:  How do I access SuperMeets? 

A:  There is a link from our website to the SuperMeets site.  On the 

homepage click the button on the right side of the team pictures. 

Q:  When do events on SuperMeets open for sign up and at 

what time? 

A:  You will be notified of the date either through the Weekly Splash, 

your PLR, or the date will be listed under the event name on the 

SuperMeets site. Each event is initially opened for signups between 

6:00 pm & 8:00 pm.  

 The event will remain open for signups until the close date listed 

on the event header.  After that time it is your responsibility to find 

a replacement should you not be able to fulfill your commitment. 

Q:  Why do we have point requirements and why are the re-

quirements different for each practice level? 

A:  Point requirements were instituted to ensure we have full participa-

tion from all our parents, so the burden of running an event does 

not fall on a few families. Point requirements are based on each 

child’s practice level--not all practice levels have the same oppor-

tunities to earn points or degrees of commitment. 

 Point requirements for each level are listed in the team handbook. 
  



Practice 
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Q:  How often and when is practice? 

A:  The practice schedule is posted on our website.  Go to the drop 

down menu on calendars and click on “SC Practice Schedule.” 

Q:  Should I stay and watch a swim practice? 

A:  You're welcome to watch. Please refrain from talking to the coach 

during practice so they can focus their full attention on our swim-

mers. Please hold your questions until before or after practice. 

Q:  What should I do if my child is not able to attend practice? 

A:  Email your coach to make them aware of your situation. Log into 

our website and click on “Coaches” on the very top left of the page 

to find their email addresses. 

Q:  Does a child have to attend a particular number of practices 

during the week? 

A:  It is very important you discuss this with your coach. Guidelines for 

the amount of participation expected at each level are listed in the 

team handbook, which is available on our website. 

Q:  What does my child need to wear and bring to practice?  

A:  Please be sure to print your child’s name clearly in permanent 

marker on each item listed below and check throughout the season 

to make sure their name doesn’t fade: 

 Practice suits and black practice caps should be worn. To reduce 

wear-and-tear, team suits and red team caps are not to worn dur-

ing practice—only during meets. No black practice caps are to be 

worn during meets. 

 A mesh bag that contains: and extra pair of goggles already ad-

justed and ready to wear; fins, paddles, snorkel, etc. (as required 

by your coach.)  

 Water Bottle:  Always bring water to practice and drink lots of wa-

ter during practicing. Easily identified reusable water bottles work 

best.  

 Towel: Bring your own towel; the YMCA does not supply towels for 

the swim team. 



Swim Meets 
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Q:  What is a Dual Meet and what other kinds of meets are there? 

A:  Dual meets are held between two YMCA swim teams. One swim club 

is the host team and the other is the visiting team.   

 Dual meet teams span all practice levels and age groups. They are 

broken into Girls A or B and Boys A or B.   

 RBY participates in four dual meets for both “A” & “B” teams. The 

meets are held on Saturdays and the schedule is posted on the RBY 

team website. 

Q:  Who chooses my child’s events in a Dual Meet and how many 

events do they swim? 

A:  Your child’s coach will choose their events. Each child will swim in two 

events and sometimes a relay. 

Q:  What is a Tri-meet? 

A:  Tri-meets are held between three YMCA swim teams. They are age 

group specific and not usually gender specific--for example 9/10 Girls 

& Boys. They are on Saturdays and the schedule is posted on our 

team website. 

Q:  Who chooses my child’s events in a Tri-Meet and how many 

events do they swim? 

A:  You may suggest what you would like your swimmer to swim.  

 Write your suggestions in the note box under the commitment box.  

 Coaches may not always agree with suggestions and reserve the right 

to change any events selected. They have worked very closely with 

your child and your suggestions may not match their strategy.  

Q: What is an Invitational Meet? 

A:  An invitational meet is just that --in order to attend our team must be 

invited by the host team. 

Q:  How do I know if my child qualifies for a meet? 

A:  When you log on to the website to commit your swimmer all qualifying 

times will be in black.  

 Times in red mean your swimmer is not eligible for that event.  

 All events marked NT mean your child has no time on record for that 

event. They can swim those events only at meets that don’t have 

qualifying times. 



Swim Meets Cont’d 
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Q: How many meets will my child participate in? 

A:  It depends on the age group and qualifying times achieved by your 

swimmer. 

 Swimmers can participate in all appropriate dual- and tri-meets, 

and invitationals we attend that don’t have qualifying times.  

 For certain meets there are minimum qualifying times, which your 

child may or may not have achieved.  

 At the end of the season, each swimmer will attend one or more 

championship meets, depending on the qualifying times they have 

achieved.  

 Please check out team handbook for more information. It is availa-

ble on our website under the “Doc’s” tab. 

Q: Why is my child swimming in two events at some meets and 

three or four events at others? 

A:  There can be a variety of reasons why your child events vary.  

 Dual- and tri-meet entries are limited to two events plus a relay. 

 Invitationals can allow as many as four events plus relay per day. 

 The host team limits the number of events per swimmer to keep 

the flow of the meet manageable and on a specific time line.  

 Swimmers can only swim in events for which they qualify. 

Q:  When are the meets? 

A:  The short course meet schedule is on our website under 

“Calendars”. “Click on “SC Meet Schedule.” 

Q:  When should I arrive for meets?  

A:  It depends on the type of meet: 

 Dual and Tri-meets: Swimmers should be on deck 15 minutes be-

fore warm-ups begin. 

 Invitational Meet: At the door opening time of your swimmer’s par-

ticular session, regardless of when RBY’s warm-up is scheduled. If 

your swimmer is in an afternoon session, they should plan to arrive 

at least 30 minutes before that session’s first warm up. 
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Q:  How long does a meet last? 

A:  It varies by the type of meet.  The following guidelines include 

warm-ups: 

 Dual & Tri-Meets usually 2 to 2.5 hours. 

 RBY Hosted Meets usually 3 to 4 hours. 

 Invitational Meets usually 4 to 5 hours per session. 

 Meets with preliminaries and finals may require participants to swim 

twice in the same day 

Q:  Where can I find directions to the YMCA’s we are visiting? 

A:  Directions to all YMCA’s can be found:  http://njymcaswim.org/

njymcaswimmeetinfo.html. Click on the bottom left of your screen 

for the appropriate YMCA directions  

Q:  What can I do to help prepare my child for a meet? 

A:  Advise them to listen to the coach and to have fun! Cheer them on 

too! 

 MAKE SURE THEY KNOW THEIR EVENTS!!! That way they only need 

to find their heats and lanes when they arrive. 

 Have your swimmer eat a healthy diet, get plenty of sleep, bring a 

water bottle to the meet, and have them arrive at the meet on 

time.  

Q:  How do swimmers earn ribbons and medals at meets? 

A: In dual and tri-meets, no ribbons or awards are given. 

 RBY Hosted Meets it depends on the meet. For example: Zilinski 

and Holiday Mini Meet ribbons are given and for Reach Out to Youth 

participation awards are given. 

 For invitational meets the policies vary from meet to meet and the 

specifics are stated in the meet information. The meet information 

can always found on our website on the event’s page. Under Forms/

Documents click on meet info. They often list what awards, if any, 

will be given. 

Q:  What does it mean when my child "ages up?" 

A: In USA swimming you swim your age the day of the meet. In YMCA 

short course meets, ages are determined on Dec. 1 of that season. 
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Q:  What is a "heat?" 

A:  Events, both individual and relay, may be divided into multiple 

"heats," which are organized according to entry times. At some 

meets, heats run from slowest to fastest swimmers, at others, from 

fastest to slowest. 

 Usually a dual meet will only have one heat in each event with 2 to 

8 swimmers depending on the number of swimmers and the size of 

the pool.  

 Championship meets, which have many teams, often break down 

each event into several heats to accommodate the large number of 

swimmers. 

 Overall event place rankings include swimmers from all heats. That 

means even though your swimmer won their heat, they may not 

have won the entire race. 

Q:  Does my child have to participate in every meet? What hap-

pens if my child has a conflict for a meet? 

A:  Without consistent participation the swimmer may have a poor sea-

son, but conflicts happen. Let the coach know as soon as possible if 

your swimmer will not be able to attend a meet. 

Q:  How is it determined which swimmers will participate in a 

relay? 

A:  The coach makes this decision. There are a variety of factors in-

volved. 

Q:  What is a relay? And what stroke(s) do the swimmers use? 

A:  Relays consist of four "legs" with a different child swimming each 

leg.  

 The distance varies with the age group from 100 yard events (25 

yards per swimmer) for the younger age groups to 400 yard events 

(100 yards per swimmer) for the older age groups.  

 There are two types of relays: medley and freestyle. The medley re-

lay has four different legs: backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly, free-

style. The freestyle relay has four legs of freestyle. 
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Q:  How can I best help the team? 

A:  It takes many hands to run a meet--and many hands make for 

light work. 

 First support your child by bringing them to practice, preparing 

them for the meet and cheering for them and the team at the 

meets. 

 Second volunteer to help out at a swim meet or with other swim 

team duties. It's an all-volunteer effort and there is always some-

thing more that can be done. 

 Third consider becoming a stroke & turn judge, starter or referee. 

Officials are all volunteers and it always helps to have more people 

trained to step in when others have scheduling conflicts for a meet. 

You may also enjoy the meet more when you know the rules well. 

Q:  How is a meet officiated and who are the officials? 

A:  Officials are present at all our competitions to enforce the technical 

rules of swimming so the competition is fair and equitable. Officials  

attend clinics, pass an open book online test and work meets be-

fore being certified. All parents are encouraged to get involved with 

some form of officiating.  

A:  A swim meet will have a Referee who runs the meet, a Starter who 

announces the event and starts the swimmers, and multiple Stroke 

& Turn Judges. 

Q:  I see some parents timing the events. Can I do that too? 

A:  Sure. If you have never timed before there is always a timers 

meeting before every meet.  The meeting will walk you through the 

steps on how to time.  There is always a backup timer in case you 

miss a start. 
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Q:  How do I become an Official? 

A: There are clinics you will need to attend that will teach you the 

rules.  These clinics are held in the beginning of the season.  Check 

the website for more information. 

Q:  What does DQ mean? 

A:  Disqualification - this can happen for a variety of reasons including 

starting early (false start), leaving the diving block early in a relay, 

performing an illegal stroke, performing an illegal turn, not touch-

ing the wall with two hands during a breaststroke turn, etc. If 

you'd like to learn more, see the Swim Meet Officials section on our 

website. 

Q:  Are kids DQed a lot? 

A:  No. The younger swimmers, especially the 8 & under age group 

tend to have more problems early in the season, but you'll see a 

DQ from time to time in every age group. 

A:  If your child is disqualified try not to get upset about it. Your swim-

mer will be unhappy enough about it without having your emotions 

adding to the situation.  Do NOT discuss it with the officials. The 

coach will do that if it is appropriate. 

Q:  I'm sure that kid just did an illegal turn on his backstroke, 

but he wasn't called for it. Who do I complain to? 

A:  It's not really a parent's place to find fault with the officiating.  Of-

ficiating is really under the direction of the hosting club's Referee. 
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Q:  It looks like there is a lot to do to run a swim meet. Can I 

help? 

A:  Yes! Sign up on SuperMeets when the events open. 

Q: How can I best help the coach help my child? 

A: Bring them to practices regularly, prepared and on time. Be support-

ive and let them enjoy the sport. Let the coach do the coaching. 

Q: My kid lost something at practice.  What should I do? 

A: Please check the “Lost and Found” section of our website (it’s under 

the “News” header.)  If you don’t see your lost item listed as 

“Found,” please send an email to the website administrator who will 

post your item as “Lost.” 

Q: How do I let a coach know when we can't attend practice or 

be at a meet? 

A: Please let the coaches know through email as soon as possible. It's 

necessary to email since the coaches are trying to coordinate over 

200 swimmers on the team and a verbal notice will probably be for-

gotten. 

Q: What if I have an important message to tell the coach during 

a swim meet? 

A: Wait until the coach is not busy and then briefly tell them your mes-

sage. The coaching staff is focused on supporting the swimmers 

during the meet so please leave them free to do that as much as 

possible. 

Q: I can't be at the swim meets. Can I help in other ways? 

A: Yes! Check SuperMeets there are many areas we need help. 

 


